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ABSTRACT 
Smile recognition plays a vital role in human-human and human-
computer interactions. This paper demonstrates a system to recog-
nize the genuine and posed smiles by sensing observers’ galvanic 
skin response (GSR), while watching sets of images and videos. 
The smiles were shown either in ‘paired’ or in ‘single’ forms. Here, 
‘paired’ means that the same smiler was seen in both genuine and 
posed smile forms, otherwise the condition is referred to as ‘sin-
gle’. The GSR signals were recorded and processed, and several 
time-domain and frequency-domain features were extracted from 
the processed GSR signals. Classifcation accuracies were found 
to be as high as 93.6% and 91.4% from paired and single condi-
tions respectively. In comparison, observers were verbally 59.8% 
and 56.2% correct. Our results demonstrate that human subcon-
scious responses (i.e. GSR signals) is better than their own verbal 
response, where the paired condition is slightly better than the 
single condition. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
A smile is a facial expression that contributes to reducing stress, 
increasing productivity and facilitating happiness in our lives. It is 
a vital non-verbal behaviour universally recognized among human 
beings. In the past, smiles have been categorized as Duchenne and 
non-Duchenne smiles, the former being an indication of a genuine 
smile and the latter being posed. Distinguishing between genuine 
and posed smile is important in order to understand distinct social 
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cues. Studies have shown that people have correlated Duchenne 
smiles with positivity and preferred people displaying this smile in 
social settings [11]. Over the years, many researchers in the feld 
of emotion recognition have aimed to understand the diference 
between genuine and posed smiles. Littlewort-Ford et al. [10] used 
a support vector machine (SVM) to classify Duchenne and non-
Duchenne smiles and reached upto 87% accuracy. Wu et al. [16] 
applied discriminative local spatial-temporal descriptors in facial 
expression images and reached an accuracy of 91.4% in detecting 
spontaneous and posed smiles. Despite extensive research, it has 
become increasingly difcult to distinguish between diferent smiles 
using state-of-the-art methods, specially with the emergence of 
technologies such as Deepfakes, face morphing and so on [14]. 

Physiological signals have shown tremendous results in detect-
ing diferent emotions among people. Perusquia-Hernandez et al. 
[12] was able to diferentiate between spontaneous and posed smiles 
using features from facial EMG. Signals such as pupilary response 
and skin conductance also shown to accurately predict upto 97.8% 
of the time in identifying genuine and posed smiles [6]. Although 
observers’ physiological signals have shown promising results in 
recognizing genuine and posed smiles, it is not clear if they are 
better in recognizing these diferent smiles in a single or paired con-
dition. Here, paired condition means observers were shown both 
genuine and posed smiles from same smiler and single condition 
means each smile was diferent with respect to smiler. In the paired 
condition, one stimuli was genuine, while the other was posed. 

We investigate the changes in observers’ galvanic skin repsonse 
(GSR) signals in distinguishing between genuine and posed smiles 
in single and paired conditions. GSR signals have been used exten-
sively in recognizing emotions as they are sensitive to diferent 
emotional states [9]. GSR signals were recorded from observers 
while they watched a series of stimuli containing genuine and posed 
smiles in diferent conditions. Three machine learning techniques 
were applied to classify between genuine and posed smiles using 
the GSR signals. The rest of the sections of this paper are organized 
as follows: Section 2 explains the experiment design, materials and 
techniques used for the experiment. Section 3 describes the results 
and discusses some implications from the results. Finally in sec-
tion 4, the paper is concluded by highlighting some limitations and 
future work. 

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Observers 
A total of 25 participants (called observers subsequently) volun-
teered to participate in this study, being 13 male and 12 female. 
Their mean age was 21.3 ± 2.6. Observers’ GSR was recorded using 
the Empatica E4 watch-format device [4]. The signals were recorded 
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at a sampling rate of 4Hz. The study was approved by the Human 
Research Ethics Committee of the Australian National University 
(ANU). The observers were asked to sign a written consent form 
before the experiment, followed by observers providing some de-
mographic information. Then they were presented with a series of 
stimuli and asked some questions. All experiments were conducted 
in the same location in order to minimize any environmental ef-
fects. Verbal response from the observers were collected using an 
interactive website. 

2.2 Stimuli 
The stimuli used in this study were selected from UvA-NEMO 
database [3] which consists of stimuli showing genuine and posed 
smiles. There were a total of four conditions in which participants 
viewed the stimuli. They are: Single Image (SI), Paired Image (PI), 
Single Video (SV) and Paired Video (PV). In SI and SV conditions, 
observers were presented with a single image or video of smiles 
and then they were asked if they thought it was genuine or posed. 
In PI and PV conditions, observers watched images and videos in 
pairs and they were asked which one of them they thought was 
genuine. The stimuli that were presented in pairs were from the 
same smiler. Figure 1 shows sample frames from the database in 
both single and paired conditions. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 1: Sample Frames From UvA-NEMO Database: (a), (b) 
= paired condition, (c), (d) = single condition 

Figure 1 description Four sample frames (three female and 
one male) shown from UvA NEMO database. Frame (a) and 
(c) corresponds to real smile, and (b) and (d) corresponds to 
posed smile 

For both SI and SV conditions 10 stimuli were used, out of which 
fve were genuine and fve were posed. For the PI and PV conditions, 
20 stimuli were used (10 genuine and 10 posed). Altogether there 
are 20 stimuli in the single condition and 40 in the paired condition. 

All observers (i.e. participants) watched all stimuli. They were order 
balanced in order to remove sequence bias. The image stimuli were 
shown for fve seconds each while the video stimuli varied from 
two to seven seconds in length. From the 25 observers’ data, four 
were discarded due to poor or missing GSR recordings. This some-
times occurred due to the poor connection quality or low charge 
of the device. Therefore, 21 observers’ data were used for further 
analysis. 

2.3 Data Preprocessing 
GSR signals are prone to noise due to subject movements. The 
signal range also varies from person to person. Therefore, some pre-
processing techniques need to be performed in order to reduce the 
noise in the signals. We used a min-max normalization method to 
normalize the signals within the 0-1 range. This is done to remove 
any between participant diferences. In order to remove noise from 
the signals, we used the median smoothing flter which is frequently 
used to flter physiological signals [8]. Then we segmented the 
signals according to the length of stimuli. For example, the images 
used in the experiment were shown for fve seconds. Thus, we 
extracted the fve seconds’ data corresponding to the respective 
image stimulus from the whole data recorded for a single participant 
in an excel fle, and we call these a ’segment’. 

Raw physiological signals collected from humans often cannot 
provide much useful information. It also often results in a large 
dataset which becomes computationally expensive to analyze. Thus, 
we extracted a number of time domain and frequency domain fea-
tures from our segmented GSR signals. Based on some papers in 
the literature focusing on sensor based signal processing [2, 13], 
we extracted the features shown in Table 1. 

Twenty fve features were initially extracted from each segment 
of GSR signals. We visualized the features and removed some fea-
tures which could not give much insights into the data. For example, 
we calculated the number of peaks for each segment. However, due 
to the small size of each segment, we could not notice many peaks 
during each segment. Similarly we discarded some features where 
the values were mostly zeroes or ones. We further removed some 
redundant features, and this resulted in a total of 16 features from 
each segment which are those listed in table 1. 

2.4 Classifcation and Evaluation Measures 
Selected features from the segmented GSR signals were then trained 
using three diferent classifcation techniques. They are, Decision 
Trees (DT), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and Bagged Trees (BT). 
Cross validation was done using a leave-one-observer-out method. 
In this approach, one observer’s data is used for testing and the 
others are used for training the model. This approach is then done in 
an iterative manner for all observers to validate the model. Training 
and testing was done in both single and paired conditions. The 
prediction accuracies were compared with both the labels provided 
by the database and observers’ verbal response labels. In addition 
to accuracies, we also calculated the precision (positive predictive 
value), recall (true positive rate), specifcity (true negative rate) and 
f-measure (harmonic mean of precision and recall) as our evaluation 
measures. The complete data analysis was done using MATLAB® 
R2020a software with AMD Ryzen 7 3700X 8-Core Processor with 
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Table 1: Features Extracted from GSR Signals 

Feature 
Type 

Feature Names 

Time 
domain 
features 

Mean, minimum, maximum, standard deviation, variance, root 
mean square, summation, absolute summation, simple square 
integral, mean of frst and second diference of normalized sig-
nals, Hjorth parameters (mobility), simple square integral, log 
detector 

Frequency 
domain 
features 

Mean, minimum, maximum of the frst 16 points from Welch 
power spectral density 

3593 Mhz, 16.00 GB of RAM and Microsoft Windows 10 Home 
64-bit operating system. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Classifcation accuracy obtained from observers GSR signal features 
using KNN, DT and BT methods are reported in Table 2. The frst 
three rows correspond to the accuracies using the labels provided 
by the database (objective ground truth). The following three rows 
are results obtained by comparing with observers’ verbal response 
labels (subjective ’ground truth’). 

We can see from table 2 that the highest accuracy is achieved by 
DT in a paired condition (93.6%). Initially we trained the models 
using our entire dataset and found that the accuracy is higher in the 
single condition (91.4%) in comparison to paired condition (90.9%). 
However, we suspected that this could be due to the imbalance in 
the dataset. As explained in section 2, we used a total of 20 stimuli 
in single condition and 40 in the paired condition. Therefore, we 
randomly chose a subset of 20 stimuli (10 genuine and 10 posed) 
from the paired condition to train the classifers. Results from table 2 
demonstrate that the accuracy is higher than the single condition for 
all three classifcation methods. Thus, our results indicate that the 
paired conditions is better than the single condition for observers 
to distinguish between genuine and posed smiles. 

Classifcation results of the other evaluation measures were also 
higher in the paired condition in comparison to the single condition. 
Precision, recall, specifcity and F-measure scores of the DT model in 
the paired condition were 93.8%, 93.3%, 93.8% and 93.6% respectively. 
The same evaluation measures in the single condition were 92.2%, 
90.5%, 92.4% and 91.3%. Classifcation accuracy of a model often 
fails to provide complete insights on the predictive power of the 
model [15]. The high scores of our model in all evaluation measures 

confrms our result and suggests that stimuli shown in pairs are 
more benefcial than showing as a single stimulus. 

In order to understand how well the observers’ GSR signals are 
distinguishing between genuine and posed smiles, we performed 
a timeline analysis of the pre-processed GSR signal averages in 
both single and paired condition. We reshaped all the signals to 
have the initial value 0.5. We chose this initial value in order to 
clearly observe the increasing or decreasing trend of the GSR signals. 
We also selected values for the frst fve seconds of each stimuli 
as this is the length of most stimuli used in the experiment. The 
results are shown in Figure 2. Red shaded area displays GSR signals 
when observers are watching genuine smiles and blue shaded areas 
correspond to watching posed smiles. 

It can be seen that observers’ GSR signals are displaying some 
diferences in range from the frst second of watching a single 
genuine and posed stimuli. The diference becomes larger after 3.5 
seconds, which suggests that observers’ response becomes clearer 
after watching the stimuli for a few seconds. In the case of paired 
stimuli, the GSR signals are quite similar for both genuine and posed 
smiles in the frst second, but it starts diverging from each other 
quickly after that. And after three seconds, both signals show larger 
diference in their values. In both cases, observers’ GSR signals 
are able to distinguish between genuine and posed stimuli after 
three seconds. This fnding is useful in designing future studies 
in this area, where shorter length stimuli should not be used. It is 
also noticed that GSR signals are higher when they are presented 
posed stimuli, which shows that their subconscious reactions to 
posed stimuli is stronger compared to genuine stimuli as found 
in another study considering pupillary responses [5]. We further 
verifed the signifcance level of GSR signals in both single and 
paired conditions using a Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) test. The 

Table 2: Classifcation Accuracy Using GSR Signals 

Condition Label KNN DT BT 
Single 
Paired 
Paired (Subset) 

UvA-NEMO Label 
UvA-NEMO Label 
UvA-NEMO Label 

59.04% 
68.1% 
71.9% 

91.43% 
90.95% 
93.57% 

90.95% 
86.07% 
88.57% 

Single 
Paired 
Paired (Subset) 

Observers’ Verbal Response 
Observers’ Verbal Response 
Observers’ Verbal Response 

48.33% 
60.23% 
60.95% 

56.19% 
58.57% 
59.76% 

52.14% 
62.14% 
65.24% 
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(a) Single Condition (b) Paired Condition 

Figure 2: Timeline Analysis of GSR signals 
Figure 2 description Two shaded line graphs showing the average GSR values of all participants watching real and posed stimuli. X 

axis shows the time in seconds, starting from 0 to 5 seconds. Y axis shows the GSR values, starting from 0 to 0.51. Detailed explanation 
of the fgure is given in the discussion section. 

results showed statistical signifcance ( p < 0.05 ) between genuine 
and posed smile signals for both conditions. 

Although observers’ GSR response aligned very well with the 
objective ground truth information, it does not align well when 
compared with their verbal response. We can further see from 
table 2 that the highest accuracy obtained using observers’ verbal 
response was 65.2% with the BT method, which is above chance only 
to a limited extent. In the single conditions, the accuracy was above 
chance using the DT method (56.2%), and lower than chance (48.3%) 
with the KNN method. This indicates that observers perform poorly 
in discriminating genuine and posed smiles when they are watching 
only one stimuli at a time. However, when shown in pairs, they 
perform slightly better. Overall, our analysis shows that observers’ 
subconscious GSR signals are better in recognising genuine and 
posed smiles when compared to their own verbal responses. In 
addition, our studies revealed usage of paired stimuli to be more 
efective than using single stimuli. This phenomena has not been 
explored before, even though there have been studies that showed 
signifcant diferences in emotional and physiological response 
watching genuine and posed stimuli [1, 5]. 

4 CONCLUSION 
This paper presents a preliminary study to collect and analyze 
observers’ GSR signals while they watch stimuli containing genuine 
and posed smiles in single and paired conditions. Experimental 
results show that observers’ GSR signals are 91.4% accurate in 
diferentiating between genuine and posed smiles when they watch 
a single stimuli, and 93.6% accurate when they watch stimuli in pairs. 
This study also reveals that observers’ verbal responses perform 
poorly compared to their physiological responses, as their correct 
response rate was only 56.2% and 59.8% accurate in single and paired 
conditions respectively. The efect was also evident in that the 
verbal response labels were harder to classify by any of the methods, 

with a maximum of 65.2% achieved. It is clear that the paired stimuli 
helped all techniques: the AI tool on ground truth (UvA-NEMO) 
labels was helped the least, followed by the verbal response, while 
the AI tools on the verbal response labels were improved by 9.8% 
on average. This suggests that the improvement is due to humans 
fnding comparisons easier than absolute judgements. 

There are certain limitations of this work. Due to the small 
number of participants, we did not have enough sample data to 
build a more robust model. Future work will include collecting more 
data and other physiological signals such as blood volume pulse, 
electroencephalogram, skin temperature etc. We will also collect 
detailed verbal response from observers in order to understand 
what difculties they faced to identify the diferent smile types. 
Further, we will consider more robust feature selection methods, 
such as CCA Network [7], to fnd reliable features, and will compare 
our results with computer vision approaches, such as RealSmileNet 
[17], in terms of both computational complexity and reliability. 
Nevertheless, these preliminary fndings provide evidence of the 
usefulness of observers’ subconscious response in diferentiating 
between genuine and posed emotions. 
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